
Who are we?

We are a non-commercial oxymoronic group of podcasters: 

Loose, but tight-knit; individual, but still a group. We are a 
group of podcasters with a focus on Information Technology 
and Computers who enjoy working with one another. Each 
podcasts their own show, and individually we attempt to help 
out fellow members however we can.  Collectively, we each 
bring with us certain special talents that are entirely voluntary 
contributions to the group. 

Why are we doing this?

Simply put, because we want to. We enjoy the friendship and 
camaraderie of assisting each other and our listeners with our 
podcasts in an attempt to maintain a level of fun AND enjoy-
ment.

What do our shows do for you?

Our shows provide for all your tech needs from news, career 
advice to administrative tricks to pure crazy geek fun.  We 
work in tech by day and share it with you by night.

 = Average Show Length

www.friendsintech.com

Typical Mac and PC User Podcasts
Victor brings you useful advice, product re-
views and how-to tips for everyday users of 
both Macs and PCs.

In the Trenches
George and Kevin relate everyday IT worker 
experiences.  They also cover book, product 
reviews, interviews along with technical tips.
ITT Where Geeks get paid to be Geeks.

Valid Syntax
Kreg covers active and useful open source pro-
jects of interest.  Many helpful and free projects 
for PC, Mac and Linux.

Career Opportunities
Helping to build the career you deserve, Ca-
reer Opportunities focuses on the unique 
challenges of building a high-tech career for 
the 21st Century

GMAIL Podcast
Chuck shares advice and specific tips on how 
to get the most from your Gmail, Google email 
account.

Chuckchat - Technorama
Let your inner geek loose in public.  Share fun, 
odd and geekish news and discussion with 
Chuck and Kreg.

TechNewsRadio
Steve saves you time from your busy schedule.  
Join Steve as he reviews interesting tidbits from 
many IT related news sources.

Digital Experience Podcast
Lance brings you his perspective on digital 
lifestyle issues, news and gadgets.

Pauldotcom Security Weekly
Join the Security Boys gone wild Paul, Larry 
and crew for your dose of “Why they are out 
to get you.”  IT Security tips, tricks and philo-
sophical discussion.  
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